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DEEP MACHINE 



As the next generation of practitioners  
with next generation solutions: 
 
What role do you want to play? 







The Firm of Everything 
  
WeWork 
ShopArchitects 
KieranTimberlake 
BeckGroup 
AECOM 
Stantec 
	



						Brian	Ringley	











the	future	is	here		



the	future	is	here		

not	evenly	distributed	



















Having the 
 
•  wherewithal to recognize a tool 
•  curiosity to inquire into a tool 
•  confidence to mess with a tool 
•  capacity to learn a tool 
•  instinct to combine tools 
 
These are more important 





Both #architects & #highereducation: 
 
•  Divide between the haves and the have-nots  
•  Are trying to justify & explain themselves, 

better articulate and prove what they do   
•  Are experiencing Americans’ intensifying 

resentment of anything that smacks of elitism  
•  Have maintained too aloof a posture 
•  Once great aspirations — now polarizing 

question marks 
 
Not all accept on faith their value 



TRIGGER	WARNING	
		
	
	

You	will	be	gradua5ng	into	a	field	
experiencing	technology	disrup5on	

	



C B A 











CAD BIM AI 
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AI 
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AI:  
Fake,  
Weak  
and  
Narrow 























Does it matter 
that the robot 
doesn’t  
that it stuck 
the landing? 



AI breaks professions down into 
tasks 

  
AIA does the same,  

highlighting the essential value 
architects bring to projects 

	





















Architects are more than the sum of their parts 



(Architects aren’t cars) 



9 Recommendations 
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AI 



1. Be concerned, be vigilant 
but not fearful  



trust	

i guess we’ll  
just have to  

adjust 
 

Wake Up, 
Funeral, 
Arcade Fire 



trust	

i guess we’ll  
just have to  

adapt? 
 

Wake Up, 
Funeral, 
Arcade Fire 



trust	

i guess we’ll  
just have to  

cope? 
 

Wake Up, 
Funeral, 
Arcade Fire 



trust	

i guess we’ll  
just have to  

Wake Up, 
Funeral, 
Arcade Fire 



2. Design buildings, but also 
processes & algorithms 



Always 
have a 
minor  
to go  
along  

with  
your  

major 



You will never out-analyze a 
computer 

3. Emphasize synthesis 

























Don’t just focus on what cannot be 
automated 

4. Identify opportunities for 
automation  



5. Work at being meaning makers 



Deliver insight 



Human override 
 

you (still, for now) have the final say 



Human override 
 

you (still, for now) have the final say 

Human override 
 



6. Focus on creating 
exceptional experiences 



Make moments  
that are unique 
and memorable 



If you tell a story and the 
computer doesn't, you win 

Tell narratives that 
encapsulate information 



7. Paint a picture of the world 
without architects 



10.	architects	need	to	paint	a	
picture	of	the	world	without	

architects	



10.	architects	need	to	paint	a	
picture	of	the	world	without	

architects	



10.	architects	need	to	paint	a	
picture	of	the	world	without	

architects	





8. Make architecture that matters 





Man-Machine Collaboration 

9. Collaborate with technology 







Risk aversion is no longer optional 
 

AEC is risk-averse. Get over it.  



Augment, don’t replace, architects 



DESIGNING	
NOTHING	

DESIGNING	
SOMETHING	

DESIGNING	
EVERYTHING	

NO	ONE	
DESIGNS	

SOMEONE	
DESIGNS	

EVERYONE	
DESIGNS	



DESIGNING	
NOTHING	

	
GENERATIVE		

DESIGN	

DESIGNING	
SOMETHING	

	
AUGMENTED		
ARCHITECTS	

DESIGNING	
EVERYTHING	

	
CROWDSOURCED	
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SOMETHING	
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ARCHITECTS	

DESIGNING	
EVERYTHING	

	
GENERATIVE		
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SOMEONE	
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EVERYONE	
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Teach machines to think like us?  
We’re still working on teaching us to think like us. 
 
Machines will think any which way they damn please. 
 

In conclusion…. 
 



Teach machines to think like us?  
We’re still working on teaching us to think like us. 
 
Machines will think any which way they damn please. 
 
Do we even want machines to think like us? 
Is that a good idea? 
 
Let machines do what they are best at. 
 
 



Instead, learn how to think like machines 



Instead, learn how to think like machines 
 
(and everybody else for that matter) 



  

Ask… 
 
Will our clients/users be better off if the machine decides 
this?  
or 
Will people be better off if the machine decides this in 
collaboration with an architect? 





  

Ask… 
 
Will our clients/users be better off if the machine 
decides this?  
or 
Will people be better off if the machine decides this in 
collaboration with an architect? 



  

Ask… 
 
Will our clients/users be better off if the machine 
decides this?  
or 
Will people be better off if the machine decides this in 
collaboration with an architect? 
not 
Will architects be better off if the machine decides this? 
 







AIA’s two core missions:  
 
to stimulate demand for 
architecture everywhere in 
society 
& 
to improve the architect’s 
capacity to deliver. 
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architecture everywhere in 
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to improve the architect’s 
capacity to deliver. 





AIA		>>>		AIA	



AIA		>>>		AI	A	
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AIA		>>>		AI			A	
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TRIGGER	WARNING	
		
	
	

YOU	are	in	a	field	experiencing	
technology	disrup5on	

	



TRIGGER	WARNING	
		
	
	

YOU	are	in	a	field	experiencing	
technology	disrup5on	

	



There’s a transformation 
that’s coming that’s poorly 
understood, and we’re all 
trying to understand it.  
 
– Dan Anthony, Design Computation Leader, NBBJ 
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THANK YOU 


